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A closedness criterion for the image of a convex closed locally compact set 
under a convex multivalued mapping is proved. Applications are given to the 
solvability of linear systems over cones, the existence of generalized spline 
functions, and the duality theory of abstract mathematical programming. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper a closedness criterion for the image of a convex closed locally 
compact set under a convex mapping is presented. This result, which seems to 
be novel in the general setting of linear topological spaces and multivalued 
mappings, is based on the cooperation of refined continuity and general convexity 
for multivalued mappings and on the technique of locally compact sets exhibited 
by Dieudonne in [4]. His related theorem dealing with the closedness of the 
sum of two convex closed sets is contained in our results. 
The closedness problem we are concerned with is frequently encountered in 
different branches of applied mathematics. In order to give some applications 
of our results in this paper we discuss the solvability of linear systems over 
cones, derive the existence of generalized spline functions, and finally turn to 
the duality theory of convex optimization. Let us mention that in this field 
van Slyke and Wets have already raised this closedness problem in a more 
special form [12, Question 5.81. Further motivation can be found in convex 
analysis [II, Chap. 91. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let E and F denote real Hausdorff topological vector spaces, and @: E +F 
be a multivalued mapping, i.e., @( x is a nonvoid subset in F for each x E E. ) 
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Remark. We can admit that Q(x) = @ for some x E E, if we adopt the 
convention that for any set B CF, and any /\ E R 
hold. 
@+B=o, A0 = 0 
A multivalued mapping CD: E -+F is called closed [2, p. Ill] if graph @ = 
((x, y)l x E E, y E Q(x)} is closed in E x F, or equivalently, if for each x E E 
and each y EF with y $ Q(x) there exist neighborhoods V(X) and V(y) of X, 
resp. y such that 
x’ E U(x) =a @(x’) n V(y) = 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. If @: E -+ F is a closed mapping, K a compact subset of E, 
then @[K] = UGEK @p(x) is closed. 
Proof. Let y # @[K], i.e., y $ Q(X) for all x E K. Therefore, by the closedness 
of @ there exist for all x E K open neighborhoods U(X), and V,(y) of X, resp. y 
such that 
x’ E U(x) * @(x’) n V,(y) = 0. 
The open sets {U(X)}~~~ cover the compact set K, so there exist x1 ,..., x, E K 
such that K is contained in Uy=, U(xJ. Putting V(y) = Vzl(y) n ... n Van(y) 
we have 
dEK=-@(x’)n V(y) = 0, 
or equivalently @[K] n V(y) = 0. Thus we have proved that the complement 
of @[K] is open. 
Using the linear structure of E, resp. F we say that CD: E -+ F is upper semi- 
continuous at x0 E E if for each OF-neighborhood V there exists a OE- 
neighborhood U = U(x, , V) such that 
x E x, + u * CD(x) c @(x0) + v, 
and @ is called upper semicontinuous in E (abbreviated U.C. in E), if it is upper 
semicontinuous at each point of E and if furthermore a’(x) is a closed set for 
each x E E. 
Remark. Simple examples show that Berge’s definition of upper semiconti- 
nuity [2, p. 1 IO] is stronger than ours. But if a(x) is compact for each x E E, 
then both definitions are equivalent. This follows from the fact that in linear 
topological spaces for a compact set K contained in an open set G there exists 
a O-neighborhood U such that K + U C G [2, p. 2401. 
Now we can slightly generalize a result of Berge [2, Theorem 6, p. 1121, 
stating 
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LEMMA 2.2. If CD: E -+ F is U.C. in E, then @ is closed. 
Proof. Let x0 , y0 be arbitrary elements in E, resp., F with y,, 4 @(x0). As 
@(x0) is closed there exists a Or-neighborhood Vi such that 
(y. + VI) n @(x0) = !z’ .
Let Vz be a symmetric Or-neighborhood such that Vz + V, C Fi ; we have 
(y. + &) n (@(x,) + V,) = 0. 
In virtue of the upper semicontinuity at 3c0 we obtain a O,-neighborhood U, 
such that 
x E x0 + u* z- Q(x) c @(x0) + v, =b- @(x) n (yo + V2) = 0. 
As a generalization of convex operators, we introduce the following type of 
multivalued mappings: a: E -+ F is called convex, if in F there exists a convex 
cone C such that for every xi , .xp E E, and X E [0, I] 
h@(x,) + (1 - A) @(X,) c @[k, + (1 - X)XJ + C 
holds, and also, for each x E E the set Q(x) + C is closed. 
Let A be a convex closed nonvoid subset in E. Then the asymptotic cone 
of A (see, e.g., [4]) is defined for some a E A by 
ac A = n h(A - u). 
A>0 
Indeed, this intersection is a convex closed cone, and independent on the 
chosen a E A. 
LEMMA 2.3. (Dieudonne [4]). Let the convex closed set A be locally compact, 
but not compact; let a be some Jixed element of A, W a closed absorbing circled 
O,-neighborhood such that A n (a + W) is compact. Let 6 be the filter base on A 
given by the sets A n (a + nW)c, where n runs through the set of the positive 
integers, and let 3 be an arbitrary filter on A which is$ner than theJilter grated 
by 6. For each skt NE 5 let ch N denote the conical hull of N with vertex in a. 
Then there exists a half-line with origin a contained in a + ac A, and contained 
in the closure of each cone ch N. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E, F be Hausdorff topological vector spaces, CD: E -+ F be 
a multivalued convex XC. mapping in E, and A be a convex closed locally compact 
nonvoid subset in E. 
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If there exists some a E A such that the set 
2 = {z E ac A 1 @(a) C @(a + hz) + C, VA > 0} 
contains only the zero vector of E, then @[A] is closed in F. 
Proof. If A is compact, then the proposition follows from Lemmas 2. 1 
and 2.2. So let us assume that A is not compact. Let c be a closure point of @[A]. 
For any symmetric O,-neighborhood V the set 
M, = {x E A j Q(x) n c + V # O> 
is not empty, and therefore, the sets M, form the base of a filter 5 on A. If 
some MV1 is relatively compact, 5 posesses a limit point x0 E A, and according 
to the definitions there exist for any symmetric V C V, , and for any O,- 
neighborhood U some u E U, and some v E V such that 
c + v E @(x0 + 24). 
By the upper semicontinuity of @ at x,, choose 0 = o( V, x0) such that 
This yields c E @(x0) + V + V for any V, and since @(x0) is closed, c E @(x0). 
Now let us turn to the case that none of the sets My is relatively compact. 
We want to show that under the conditions of the theorem this case cannot occur. 
Following the notations of Lemma 2.3 we conclude from the hypothesis that for 
any positive integer n the set 
Qv,n = AnM,n(a+nW)c 
is not empty. With the filter 3 generated by the sets Qvsn , Lemma 2.3 applies. 
We obtain a half-line H with origin a contained in A, and in the closure of 
each cone chQ),,, . Take a + z E H, and choose an integer n, such that 
z E n, int W. According to the definitions, there exist for any symmetric V, 
any integer n, and for any O,-neighborhood U some h > 0, and some u E U 
such that a + z + u E a + no int W, and a + z + u = h(x - a) + a with 
x E M, n (a + n W)C. Therefore n . /\ < no holds. Since Q, is convex and u.c., 
we obtain for n > n, and U = U( V, a + z), 
As x E M, we find some BE V such that 
(1 - h) @(a) c @(a + a) + c + V - h(c + @). 
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Take a’ E @(a); then a’ E @(a + x) + C + V - hc - he + ha’. Evidently 
h@ E b’ for any circled V, and for sufficiently large integers 11 we get h(u’ - c) E V. 
Because @(a + z) + C is closed, and V is arbitrary, it follows that 
a’ E @(a + x) + C; this means that D(u) C (a + x) -+ C, where z E H - a is 
arbitrarily chosen. Therefore @(a) C (u + Xz) + C holds for each h > 0, and 
for some z # 0 which belongs to ac A. Thus we have arrived at a contradiction. 
We notice that for any fixed a E E, the set 
2, = {z E E 1 D(u) C @(a i- hz) + C, Vh > 0) 
is a convex closed cone if the mapping @ is convex with respect to C and U.C. 
in E. Therefore in this event 2 = 2, n ac A is a closed linear subspace of E, 
if and only if -2 C Z. 
The preceding theorem can be extended in the following way. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E, F be Huusdorfl topological vector spaces, and @: E -+ F 
be a multivalued convex U.C. mapping in E. Suppose, A is a convex closed locally 
compact nonvoid set in E. If there exists some a E A such that the cone Z defked 
above is u linear subspuce and 
qx + z) c @p(x) 
holds for any x E E and any z E Z, then @[A] is closed in F. 
Proof. By the closedness of Z the quotient space E’ = E/Z is a Hausdorff 
space. Let / denote the canonical map of E onto E’. 
Clearly, -4’ = J(A) is nonempty and convex; it is also closed because of the 
inclusion 9 + Z C A. Let us prove that A’ is locally compact. Fix some a’ E A’, 
choose some a, E J-l(a’), and take some closed Or-neighborhood U’ such that 
A n (ur + B’) is compact. There exists a closed neighborhood B”(u’) in E 
such that w(a’) is contained in the neighborhood ](a, + IV). We realize that 
J(Ul + IV) n A’ c J[A n (a, + W)], 
and the latter set is compact. This shows that ?$/‘(a’) n -4’ is a compact 
neighborhood of a’ in A’. 
A multivalued mapping @‘: E’ --f F is defined by the composition @ 0 J-r. 
Since by hypothesis 
aqx’) = @[x1 + Z] = @(Xl) 
holds for any .vr E J-l(x), all the sets Q/(x’), @‘(x’) + C are closed for any 
x’ E E’. The mapping @’ inherits the convexity (with respect to C) and continuity 
properties of di. 
409/60/t -6 
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From Z’ E ac A’ it follows that J-r@‘) C ac A, and likewise from the inclusion 
@(a’) = @(a) c @‘(a’ + AZ’) + c, 
valid for all h > 0, with a’ = J( a , we conclude that J-l(z’) C 2, . Therefore, ) 
the analogous set 
2 = {z’ E ac A’ 1 @‘(a’) C @‘(a’ + z’) + C, Vh > 0) 
consists only of the zero vector. Finally, Theorem 3.1 applies and yields the 
closedness of @‘[A’] = @[A]. 
The following consequence contains Dieudonne’s closedness criterion [4, 
Proposition 11. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let E be a Hausdorfi topological vector space; let A, B 
be convex closed nonvoid subsets in E. Suppose A is locally compact, and ac A n ac B 
is a linear subspace. Then B - A is closed in E. 
Proof. Consider the U.C. mapping x + Q(x) = B -x, which is “affine-linear,” 
i.e., convex with C = {O}. The condition @(a) C @(a + hz) for each h > 0 
reads here B C B - AZ for each h > 0, or equivalently z E ac B. Therefore, 
Z = ac A n ac B holds, and in view of 
B-ZCB+ZCB, 
the inclusions @(x + z) C @(jc) are valid. So Theorem 3.2 applies. 
If we specialize @ to a single-valued linear mapping we obtain immediately: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let E, F, and A be as in Theorem 3.2; L: E -+ F a linear 
(single-valued) continous operator with null space ‘S(L). If ac A n W(L) is a linear 
subspace of E, then L[A] is closed in F. 
This corollary extends a well-known result in finite-dimensional spaces 
(see, e.g., [ll, Theorem 9.1, p. 731). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space and F be a locally convex 
Hausdorff space. Let a convex, closed cone P in E and a linear continuous 
transformation T on E into F be given. T* denotes the adjoint of T, and 
is the polar cone in the dual space E*. 
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In the study of linear systems 
x E P, TX = 6 
for some fixed b E F the generalized Minkowski-Farkas lemma plays a fundamen- 
tal role. This generalization is due to Hurwicz [6, Sect. 31, who also gives 
applications, and it can be stated as follows: 
MF-LEMMA 4. I. Let T(P) be closed. Then the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(i) The system x E P, TX = b admits a solution. 
(ii) T*q E P+ implies <q, b) > 0. 
Let us give here the following short proof. 
Proof. (i) is equivalent to b E T(P). Since T(P) is a convex closed cone, 
T(P) = T(P) ++ holds by virtue of the bipolar theorem. Therefore, (i) is 
equivalent to 
<rl, TX) 2 0, Vx E P => (7, b) > 0. 
And this means (ii) by the definition of the adjoint. 
The closedness of T(P) is the crucial point of this solvability criterion; that 
is, one can show [6, p. 731 that if the equivalence between (i) and (ii) holds 
for any b E F, then T(P) is closed. Our Corollary 3.4 gives sufficient conditions 
for the closedness of T(P) and thus can be applied together with the MF- 
lemma to the study of linear systems over cones. 
Other, less simple linear systems have been examined by Fan [5]. Here the 
application of Corollary 3.3 instead of Dieudonne’s result leads to a slight 
weakening of the hypotheses. For instance in Theorem 2 [5, p. 1531, condition (4) 
can be replaced by the weaker conditions 
(i) Ax E ac K and fo(x) > 0 imply fo(x) = 0. 
(ii) P = {y EF ~y=Ax,x~E,f~(x)=O,y~acK)=A(E)n9l(g,)n 
ac K is a linear subspace. 
That is, one can easily show that these conditions are satisfied, if and only if 
the cone 
2 = ((y, 7) 1 y = Ax, x E E, 7 = fO(x), y E ac K, 7 3 0) 
= i? n (ac K x R+) 
is a linear subspace, whereas condition (4) means that Z = ((0, , Oe)}. This 
extension, however, becomes relevant, only if the cone ac K is not pointed, 
i.e., if ac K n -ac K = {0} does not hold. 
In the recent contribution of Lehmann and Oettli [lo] the closedness of the 
sum of two convex closed cones and the closedness of the linear image of a 
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closed convex cone are often postulated. As the application of Corollaries 3.3 
and 3.4 to guarantee these conditions is evident, we omit the details. 
5. AN APPLICATION TO GENERAL SPLINE THEORY 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces. Let a linear continuous mapping T: X + Y and 
a convex closed nonvoid subset G C X be given. Generally, G is the preimage 
of some fixed element or of some convex closed set in another Banach space 
under a given linear continuous transformation. Due to Atteia [l], a spline 
function s E G is defined as a solution of the minimum problem 
II Ts IIY = ye% II Tg I/Y. 
The existence of a spline function can be derived from the closedness of T(G) 
if Y is reflexive (see the subsequent proposition), in particular, if Y is uniformly 
convex or a Hilbert space. Now the closedness of this image set can be seen to 
be equivalent to the closedness of G + a(T) (see, e.g., [7, Lemma 2, p. 8121) 
by means of the open mapping theorem, provided T(X) is closed in Y. All the 
literature known to the author (for references, see [9]) including the recent 
contributions [3, 71 deal with the latter closedness problem instead of the 
original problem, and often Dieudonne’s theorem is applied. The more direct 
way using Corollary 3.4 leads to the following 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let X be a Hausdorfl topological vector space, Y be a 
reflexive Banach space, and T: X + Y be a continuous linear operator. Let a 
convex closed nonvoid set G C X begiven. If G is locally compact, and if ac G n %2(T) 
is a linear subspace of X, then there exists a splinefinction s E G. 
Proof. Because of Corollary 3.4, the image T(G) is closed in Y. Clearly, 
this nonvoid set is convex; therefore, it is closed with respect to the weak 
topology in Y. As the unit ball in Y is weakly compact, and 11 . IIy , a convex 
continuous function, is weakly lower semicontinuous, the conclusion follows. 
This proposition not only extends a result of Atteia [l] to more general 
spaces, but what is more important, it dispenses with the hypothesis that T 
has closed range. 
6. AN APPLICATION TO DUALITY THEORY OF CONVEX OPTIMIZATION 
The standard problem considered in this section is 
minimize f (x) 
subject to x E A, g(x) < 0, w 
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where A is a convex dosed subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space E, 
f is a real-valued convex functional on A, and g is a convex (see definition in 
Section 2) single-valued mapping from A into a locally convex HausdorfI 
space F with respect to a convex closed cone P. The cone P which is assumed 
to be pointed, i.e., P n - P = (01, induces by virtue of 
Yl GYz --Ya -Y1CP 
a partial order in F. Thus the constraint g(x) < 0, equivalent to g(x) E -P, 
generalizes equality and inequality constraints in finite-dimensional spaces. 
Likewise, P+ = (?I E F* ( (7, y) > 0, Vy E P) defines an ordering in F*, the 
topological dual of F. With the functional 
dbl) = gJj [f@> + (77, &WI, rlEPi, 
the dual problem can be formulated in a standard fashion as 
maximize 4(v) subject to 17 3 0. 
Let us introduce the set 
m 
qf, g) = {(f(x) + T, g(x) + PI I .2” EA, T E R+ 7 P 6 PI. 
Now we can state (cf. [8, Satz 3.131, see also [ 12, Theorem 4.111) the follovving: 
GENERAL EXISTENCE AND DUALITY THEOREM 6.1. Let K(f,g)be closed. Then 
the following assertions are valid: 
(a) The problem (P) is feasible and its value inf(P) is > --CD, sf and only 
$ the dual problem (D) is feasible and its value sup(D) is < + co. In either case 
the problem (P) admits an optimal solution, and 
min(P) = sup(D) 
holds. 
(b) If the problem (P) is not feasible and the dual problem (D) is feasible, 
then we have 
sup(D) = +co. 
(c) If the problem (P) is feasible and the dual problem (D) is not feasible, 
then we have 
inf(P) = --co. 
Indeed, the crucial assumption which in the proof of this theorem permits 
the application of the strong separation theorem is the closedness of the set 
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K(f, g). To reveal its relevance for stability let us consider for a fixed 6 E F 
the perturbed problems 
minimize f(x) 
subject to x E A, g(x) G b 
maximize d(q) - (7, b) 
subject to 17 > 0. 
Pb) 
cDb) 
As in linear optimization [8, I, Satz 4.87 we can now characterize the closedness 
of K(f, d- 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let (D,) be feasible, i.e., there exists some 77 > 0 such that 
4(q) > --co. Then K(f, g) is closed, if and only if for any 6 EF such that 
sup(D,) < +co there exists a xb which is feasible for (Pb) and satisjies 
f (xb) = inf(P,) = sup(D,). 
Proof. F-om the closedness of K(f, g) it follows by a translation argument 
that K(f, gb) is also closed, where gb(x) = g(x) - b. Furthermore (Db) is 
feasible, too. Therefore, Theorem 6.1 applies, and yields some optimal xb 
and the desired duality relation. 
Conversely, let (LX, b) b e chosen in cl K(g, f). Take some feasible 77 > 0. 
According to the definitions, we have for all (s, z) E K(g, f) 
--to -c &I) - (I, 6 < s + (I, z - 6. 
This relation remains valid for all (s, z) E cl K(g, f), in particular, 
ti+.d - <I, b) d 01 
holds. Since 7 is arbitrary, we realize that 
SUP(&) < OL < +‘=‘A 
Because of our assumption there exists some xb which is feasible for (Pb) such 
that f (xb) = sup(Db). This means that 
%EA, dxb> < h f (xb) < OZ. 
Therefore, (ar, b) belongs to K(f, g). 
In order to give some explicit sufficient conditions for the closedness of 
K(f, g) let us introduce for some fixed a E A the auxiliary problem 
minimize sup f (a + kz) 
A>0 
subject to z E ac A; 
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If a is feasible for (P), then we have inf(P) < inf(P,). Therefore, if a is a (the 
unique) optimal solution of (P), then z = 0 is a (the unique) optimal solution 
of (P,). 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let f and g be continuous and A be locally compact. If there 
exists some a E A such that z = 0 is the only optimal solution of (Pa), then K(f, g) 
is closed. 
Proof. We consider the following multivalued mapping 
@(x) = (f(x) + R+) x (g(x) + P) if xf-4 
= 0 otherwise. 
Here we follow the convention concerning the empty set (cf. Section 2). With 
the cone C = R, x P the convexity inclusion is valid for @ because of the 
convexity off and g. Clearly, @(x) and Q(x) + C are closed for any x E E. 
Furthermore the continuity off and g on the closed set d imply that @ is U.C. 
in E. 
By virtue of the uniqueness of the optimal solution z = 0, the system 
zEacA, f (a + 4 < f(a), g(” + w < g(a) (VA > 0) 
admits only the trivial solution. Therefore, Theorem 3.1 applies. It yields that 
@[A] = K(f, g) is closed. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 can be applied along the same lines. It provides 
slightly weaker, but more complicated conditions on the problem (P,). On the 
other hand, if 0 E A and if furthermore f and g are positively homogenous 
(“sublinear” optimization), the assumption concerning the problem (P,) can 
be replaced by the simpler hypothesis 
z = 0 is the only optimal solution of the problem 
minimize f (z) 
subject to z E ac A, g(z) < 0. 
The connection with Theorem 6.1 leads to explicit sufficient conditions that 
guarantee the duality relation min(P) = sup(D). Note that no interior point 
condition is postulated. Therefore, our result applies to inequality constraints 
defined by a cone with (possibly) empty interior and to infinite-dimensional 
equality constraints as well. If the solution vector varies in a finite-dimensional 
space (“semi-infinite” optimization) what occurs very often in applications 
(cf. [8], see also the references therein), the hypothesis of local compactness is 
trivially satisfied. 
From the discussions above it is now evident how our Theorem 3.1, resp. 
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Theorem 3.2, can be applied to ensure the closedness of more general composed 
sets; e.g., let us define 
c = Kf@> - % &> - 4) IXEX, ZEZ, ~EQ)CF x G, 
where X, 2, Q are given subsets of linear topological spaces E, F, G, respectively, 
and f: E -+ F, g: E -+ G denote single-valued mappings. The closedness and 
the convexity of this set play an important role in duality theory of general 
nonlinear systems, presented by Lehmann and Oettli in [lo, Sect. 6.2, p. 3421. 
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